
Discover the 
Cognia Learning 
Community 

Cognia offers its members a personalized system of high-quality professional development that provides on-demand 
learning 24 hours a day, scales to the size of your organization, and opens doors to meaningful improvements in instructional 
practice for leaders and teachers. Tap into the knowledge and experience of the largest network of education institutions in 
the world. Access these ever-expanding resources, all within your budget and time constraints.

Not just personalized—it’s personal 
The Cognia Learning Community gives you an efficient way to provide differentiated learning for your staff members—and 
include them in the process. Leaders and individuals can choose from “Learning Labs” on timely topics of leadership and 
instructional practice. 

Learning Labs provide:

 • Self-directed and self-paced learning, available 24/7

 • Templates and models for classroom implementation

 • Ability to reach out for coaching from instructional leaders

 • Embedded discussion board for extended exploration

Transform professional learning to 
accelerate classroom success

I think teachers are just really 
embracing the opportunity not 
only given the platform, but 
given the practices that Cognia 
has helped us employ. I just 
leaped right in—this is what we 

need! 

—Vanessa Diaz-Valencia, Hartford School District Assistant 
Director of Curriculum, Instruction, & Programs



Adult learning model  
for impact 
The Learning Labs instruction model is based on research on adult 
learning and The Model of Generative Change from Stanford University. 
Every Learning Lab incorporates the essentials of adult learning that 
stimulate creativity and change, in a sequence of four elements:

1. Spark—An introductory video to activate thinking about the topic

2. Reflect—A guided exploration of the importance of the topic, the 
individual’s starting point, and consideration of new ideas

3. Tinker—An opportunity to experiment with new approaches—
with suggested templates and models

4. Grow—Consider progress from the starting point and define next 
steps for change.

Explore the Cognia Learning Community and see what’s possible.

For more information, contact us at EducatorDevelopment@cognia.org

Opening doors to worldwide exchange
Exchanging ideas magnifies the impact of learning, and can 
inspire new ways of looking at education. Your team has 
access to two Cognia Community Discussion Boards—one 
within your institution, and another that reaches around 
the world to the thousands of educators in Cognia Global 
Network institutions. 

The potential for meaningful dialogue is wide open. Any 
participant can:

 • Initiate a topic with the community for new insights

 • Create relationships with peers in other institutions

 • Share solutions and practices locally or globally

Built-in tools for 
leaders
Institution leaders can take advantage of 
dedicated topics in the Cognia Learning 
Community as individual learners. The 
platform also makes it easy to manage your 
team’s learning. You can choose a specific 
topic or assemble a collection—a Learning 
Library—for a group or a staff member to 
tailor learning to your institution’s goals or to 
individual needs. Plus, the platform offers easy 
reporting for progress monitoring by leaders 
and coaches.
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